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Advanced Banking Academy:
Provide all project stakeholders
the necessary business and
solution insights
The Advanced Banking
Academy prepares your
complete project team for
the challenges of a Core
Banking transformation
with SAP Technology. The
modular approach spans from
Banking Industry Knowledge,
Reference Processes and
Methodology, as well as
Application and Technology
specific components.

OVERVIEW
Major change initiatives in the banking industry
(such as Core Banking transformations) often
face the challenge to find a heterogeneous
project team to work .Individuals from different
professional backgrounds and different bank
departments are included in transformation
teams being confronted with new applications
and solutions.
Technology experts from both the financial
institution as well as their providers need to
get familiar with complex banking and solution
specific processes and terminologies in a very
short period of time.

The Banking Industry Knowledge and Banking
IT Architecture modules, as well as the ones
concentrating on Transformation Methods and
the Banking Reference Processes are designed
in a generic way.
The Sales & Origination, Servicing & Post
Sales, as well as Enterprise & Cross Services
modules are very much tailored towards the
applications offered or certified by SAP AG in
those areas.
The technology stack is focused on the
framework and tools provided within a SAP
based environment.

Very often the training offerings end at the
boundaries of the specific applications and do
not provide an E2E view.
The Advanced Banking Academy is designed
to overcome this common pitfall. It is a holistic
suite of coaching and guidance modules
addressed to all different types of contributors in
a banking transformation program.
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ABOUT AXXIOME

ADVANCED BANKING ACADEMY

Axxiome is a global solutions provider
for the financial services industry with
operations in Europe, North America,
Latin American, and Asia Pacific. Axxiome
excels in linking legacy banking platforms
with modern solutions and is considered
a leader in banking and insurance
transformation projects across the globe.
Axxiome’s professional consultants are
experienced in technical and advisory
services and bring innovation and
knowledge to customer projects.

ADVANCED BANKING ACADEMY

BUSINESS VALUE

The roadmap of a full Advanced Banking
Academy covers a total of 8 major training areas
with over 35 detailed modules.

With Axxiome’s Advanced Banking Academy
you will enjoy the advantages of a holistic
and integrated workshop compendium that
allow you to address all knowledge distribution
requirements of a transformation program.
Common approaches in the market only partially
cover those needs.

During the composition process for a given
transformation initiative, the individual
compendium of modules will be defined and
participants selected. The typical duration of an
ABA is 5-8 weeks with alternating audience.
Apart from the general sessions focused on
Banking Industry & Architecture knowledge
and Transformation Methods and Reference
Processes, Axxiome offers ‘out of the box’
workshops, which cover the standard
functionality of SAPs offering for the banking
industry. If required, we will set up a customized
Academy to focus on your specific needs.
In all modules standard training material is
combined with hands on exercises and use
cases from other programs.
You can choose between all levels of
knowledge. Beginning with high level overviews
for project managers and team leaders, down
to deep dive sessions into technical areas. We
provide it all out of one single source.
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• Get your decision makers familiar with the
concepts and technology of the underlying
solutions of your transformation journey
• Your project team will acquire deep
knowledge on the functionality and
configuration capabilities of the solution.
• Business experts will understand the
possibilities and boundaries for process and
solution design
• Technical experts will be familiar with central
concepts of Banking Reference Process
Models and Banking Knowledge and solution
specific terms.
• Test teams will be trained for an efficient
execution of Integration and User Acceptance
Tests
• End users who understand the functionality
and use concepts of the solution.

Axxiome offers Axxiome Banking, a
digital platform, that follows industry best
practices and delivers pre-engineered
and rapidly deployable end-2-end banking
solutions to customers, which minimizes
the impact and interruption to operations
and business processes.
To learn more about Axxiome and the
complete suite of offerings and services,
visit www.axxiome.com

AXXIOME EXPERTISE
As a specialized solution and service provider
with a proven global expertise in Banking
Transformation, Axxiome can offer these
transformation academies with full ownership
of knowledge. All instructors have many years
of project experience and will always enrich the
academies with real life experience.
All modules focus on the issues and difficulties
that have been faced and solved in previous
programs.
This helps to quickly transmit the necessary
starting knowledge and prepare your
transformation team perfectly with the ‘starter
knowledge pack’ for the work on the project
afterwards.
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